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OCTOBER MONTHLY MEETING
We do not have an official presenter for this month’s meeting,
however, we will have a variety of specimens for auctions
(please see the pictures). We also will have a regular show and
tell. We will also discuss the children’s activities for the
upcoming 2019 CLGMS show. Visitors are always welcome.
http://www.clgms.org/
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MINUTES OF THE September CLGMS GENERAL MEETING
We had 2 guests came to our September General meeting: Frank and Betty Baldinger.
They brought several mineral specimens to the club and were hoping that our members
could identify them. A few were identified, but some were not, and we suggested that
they bring those specimens to the HGMS show in November.
Committee reports:
Membership: 78 adult/family and 3 Junior members.
Community Benefit: Charlie Timme asked if the club has letterhead paper so he can send
out formal letters to schools. Unfortunately, the club does not have any, however, the
club has the envelopes with the logo. That should be sufficient.
Annual show: Applications have been sent out to dealers and some had been received
back.
The Ice Cream Social event was successful. Everybody had a good time and there was
still plenty more left when we closed the meeting. Thank you to John Caldyne who
provided the ice cream and delicious toppings.
Also thank you to Joy Edwards who brought the cookies. Please feel free to bring any of
your special treats to share with the members.

MINUTES OF THE October CLGMS BOARD MEETING
We will have final votes on some of the items below at the October General meeting.
The club has been requested to participate in the Fall Festival at Armand Bayou
Elementary School in November – Gem Mine – actual date will be determined later.
2019 Show:
Show flyers/postcards; Updated mailing list; Dealers; Bookkeeping adjustments;
Coupons (Groupon/Eventbrite); Square for accepting credit cards and main attraction
(Astronauts’ presentations) were discussed.
Stoney Statements on our website will be updated.
A Treasure’s Audit will be conducted at the end of the year.
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A November Rock Painting event was also discussed for the club activity.
The Workshop for the month of December was discussed, but more detailed information
is needed and will be finalized at the general meeting.

Upcoming events - We are looking forward to the following programs.
The October 1st CLGMS board meeting will be held at the Clear Lake Park building and
members are welcome to attend. October 2018 CLGMS Meeting will be an “Auctions”
& show and tell. Please bring any specimens, field trips findings or purchases that you
would like to share with the club members and guests.
The Clear Lake Gem & Mineral Society will hold their monthly meeting on Monday,
October 15th, at 7:30 p.m. at the Clear Lake Park Building located at 5001 Nasa
Parkway, Seabrook. Visitors are always welcomed.

The November board meeting is planned for November 5th, 2018. The November
meeting is scheduled for November19th, 2018. We will be having “The Art Night” where
we will be doing rock painting – details are coming.
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October’s Birthstones:
Opal: (From American Gem Society).
The name “opal” originates from the Greek word opallios, which meant “to see a change in
color.” The Roman scholar Pliny used the word opalus when he wrote about this gem’s
kaleidoscopic “play” of colors that could simulate shades of any stone.
Opal’s characteristic “play-of-color” was explained in the 1960s, when scientists discovered
that it’s composed of microscopic silica spheres that diffract light to display various colors of
the rainbow. These flashy gems are called “precious opals;” those without play-of-color are
“common opals.”
Dozens of opal varieties exist, but only a few (like Fire Opal and Boulder Opal) are
universally recognized. Opals are often referred to by their background “body color”—black
or white.
Opal’s classic country of origin is Australia. Seasonal rains soaked the parched outback,
carrying silica deposits underground into cracks between layers of rock. When the water
evaporated, these deposits formed opal. Sometimes, silica seeped into spaces around wood,
seashells and skeletons, resulting in opalized fossils.
Since opal was discovered in Australia around 1850, the country has produced 95 percent of
the world’s supply. Opal is also mined in Mexico, Brazil, Honduras, Ethiopia, the Czech
Republic and parts of the U.S., including Nevada and Idaho.
The water content of opal can range from three to 21 percent – usually between 6 and 10 in
gem-quality material. This, combined with hardness of only 5.5 to 6 on the Mohs scale,
makes opal a delicate gem that can crack or “craze” under extreme temperature, dehydration
or direct light.
Wearing opal is well worth the extra care, though. For centuries, people have associated this
gem with good luck. Though some recent superstitions claim that opals can be bad luck to
anyone not born in October, this birthstone remains a popular choice.
Opal History:
According to Arabic legend, opals fell from the sky in bolts of lightning. Australian
aborigines, meanwhile, believed that the creator came to earth on a rainbow, leaving these
colorful stones where his feet touched the ground.
In 75 AD, the Roman scholar Pliny compared opals to volcanoes and vibrant paintings,
noting that their dancing “play” of color could simulate shades of any gems.
During the Middle Ages, people believed that the opal possessed the powers of each
gemstone whose color appeared in its sheen, making it a very lucky stone.
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But Sir Walter Scott’s 1829 book, “Anne of Geierstein,” transformed opal’s lucky
perception. The story featured an enchanted princess who wore an opal that changed colors
with her moods. A few drops of holy water extinguished the stone’s magic fire, though, and
the woman soon died.
People began associating opals with bad luck. Within a year after publication of Scott’s
book, opal sales in Europe fell by 50 percent.
Discoveries of opal deposits in Australia revived opal’s image after 1850. The outback began
producing 95 percent of the world’s supply, and many of its finest opals.
The world’s largest and most valuable opal, “Olympic Australis,” came from Coober Pedy,
Australia in 1956, during the Olympic Games in Melbourne. Valued at $2.5 million in 2005,
this gem measures 11 inches long and weighs 17,000 carats (7.6 pounds).
After scientists discovered the spherical silica structure of opal in the 1960s, they figured out
how to synthesize it in 1974.
Since then, opal has gained more popularity through recent discoveries in Ethiopia. Material
mined in the Shewa Province in 1994 wasn’t desirable because it was dark and tended to
crack easily. But deposits in the Wollo Province, discovered in 2008, brought vivid play-ofcolor displays to the market.
Australia’s depleting supplies of classic opal impact the price of this uniquely kaleidoscopic
gem. Because its flashing play-of-color can suit many changing moods and tastes, the opal
stays in high demand.

Tourmaline: (From American Gem Society)
The name "tourmaline" comes from the Sinhalese words tura mali, which mean "stone of
mixed colors." As its name implies, tourmaline stands apart from other gems with its
broad spectrum of colors in every shade of the rainbow.
Tourmaline is not one mineral, but a fairly complex group of minerals with different
chemical compositions and physical properties. Certain trace elements produce distinct
colors, and many resulting varieties have their own names:
Schorl or black tourmaline is rich in iron, which causes dark shades from deep brown to
bluish-black. This variety makes up 95 percent of all tourmaline, though most of it isn’t
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gem-quality. Schorl, in particular, is said to have protective powers against harmful
radiation, toxins and anxiety.
Dravite or brown tourmaline is rich in magnesium, which causes colors ranging from
brown to yellow. It’s named for the Drave District of Carinthina (now Slovenia) where
it’s found.
Elbaite offers the widest range of gem-quality tourmaline colors, due to lithium traces
combined with other coloring elements:
Rubellite or red tourmaline is caused by manganese; but if the color becomes less vibrant
under different light sources, it may be called pink tourmaline.
Indicolite or blue tourmaline can appear purplish blue or bluish green, depending on the
amount of iron and titanium.
Verdelite or green tourmaline can resemble emerald, but if its color is caused by chrome
and vanadium, it’s called a chrome tourmaline.
Paraíba tourmaline is a vividly colored purplish or greenish blue variety found in Paraíba,
Brazil. It’s the most recently discovered, and because of its desirably intense colors, it’s
one of the most valuable.
Achroite or colorless tourmaline is rare.
Parti-colored tourmaline displays more than one color, due to chemical fluctuations
during crystallization. A common color combination is green and pink. These are often
cut in slices to reveal a red center surrounded by a green rim, earning the name
“watermelon tourmaline.”
Tourmaline is mined in Brazil, Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Mozambique, Madagascar,
Afghanistan, Pakistan and the U.S.—mainly Maine and California.
Tourmaline is desirable because of its sheer range of color options. Combined with a
good hardness of 7 to 7.5 on the Mohs scale, tourmaline makes very wearable jewelry.
One of this gem’s most impressive traits is its ability to become electrically charged
through heat (pyroelectricity) and through pressure (piezoelectricity). When charged,
tourmaline can act as a magnet by oscillating, and by attracting or repelling particles of
dust.
Ancient magicians used black tourmaline as a talisman to protect against negative energy
and evil forces. Today, many still believe that it can shield against radiation, pollutants,
toxins and negative thoughts.
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Tourmaline History:
Egyptian legend tells that tourmaline found its famed array of colors when, on its journey
up from the earth’s center, it passed through a rainbow. Because of its colorful
occurrences, tourmaline has been confused with other gems throughout history.
In the 1500s, a Spanish conquistador found green tourmaline in Brazil—which he
mistook for emerald. His error held until the 1800s, when mineralogists finally identified
tourmaline as its own mineral species.
Variations of the name “schorl” may have been used to describe black tourmaline even
before 1400. The name comes from a village in Saxony, Germany, (now called
Zschorlau) near a mine with black tourmaline deposits.
The Dutch East India Company brought Sri Lankan tourmaline to Europe for centuries
before traders realized it was the same mineral as schorl.
American tourmaline deposits caused the gem’s spike in popularity. In 1876,
mineralogist George Kunz launched a craze when he sold green tourmaline from Maine
to Tiffany & Co.
In the early 1890s, tourmaline was reported in California—where Native Americans had,
for centuries, given certain colors of the gem as funeral gifts.
At that point, China represented the biggest market for tourmaline. The Chinese Empress
Dowager Cixi was particularly fond of pink tourmaline, and she purchased large
quantities of it from deposits in San Diego County.
The Chinese market was so critical to tourmaline, in fact, that when the Chinese
government collapsed in 1912, it took tourmaline trade down with it.
Brazilian tourmaline discoveries in the 1980s and 90s reignited interest in this gem,
because material mined in Paraíba displayed such striking neon greens, radiant blues and
vivid violets. This region has produced the world’s finest, most valuable specimens of
tourmaline—including the world’s largest, weighing 191.87 carats.
While plenty of tourmaline is mined around the world, it’s rare to find fine gem-quality
tourmaline in bright colors. This range of material means that the price of tourmaline can
vary almost as much as the color.
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Geological Trip: Big Bend National Park (Wikipedia).
Big Bend National Park is an American national park located in West Texas, bordering
Mexico. The park has national significance as the largest protected area of Chihuahuan
Desert topography and ecology in the United States. The park protects more than 1,200
species of plants, more than 450 species of birds, 56 species of reptiles, and 75 species of
mammals.[3]
Geological features in the park include sea fossils and dinosaur bones, as well as volcanic
dikes. The area has a rich cultural history, from archeological sites dating back nearly
10,000 years to more recent pioneers, ranchers, and miners.[4]
The park encompasses an area of 801,163 acres (1,251.8 sq mi; 3,242.2 km2).[1] For
more than 1,000 miles (1,600 km), the Rio Grande/Río Bravo forms the boundary
between Mexico and the United States, and Big Bend National Park administers
approximately 118 miles (190 km) along that boundary. The park was named after a large
bend in the river, and the Texas—Mexico border.[5][6][7]
Because the Rio Grande serves as an international boundary, the park faces unusual
constraints while administering and enforcing park rules, regulations, and policies. In
accordance with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the park's territory extends only to the
center of the deepest river channel as the river flowed in 1848. The rest of the land south
of that channel, and the river, lies within Mexican territory. The park is bordered by the
protected areas of Parque Nacional Cañon de Santa Elena and Maderas del Carmen in
Mexico.
The park exhibits dramatic contrasts and its climate may be characterized as one of
extremes. Dry and hot late spring and summer days often exceed 100 °F (38 °C) in the
lower elevations. Winters are normally mild but subfreezing temperatures occasionally
occur. Because of the range in altitude from about 1,800 feet (550 m) along the river to
Emory Peak in the Chisos Mountains at 7,832 feet (2,387 m),[3] a wide variation in
available moisture and temperature exists throughout the park. These variations
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contribute to an exceptional diversity in plant and animal habitats. Some species in the
park, such as the Chisos oak (Quercus graciliformis), are found nowhere else in the
United States.
The 118 mi (190 km) of river that form the southern park boundary include the
spectacular canyons of Santa Elena, Mariscal, and Boquillas. The Rio Grande, which
meanders through this portion of the Chihuahuan Desert, has cut deep canyons with
nearly vertical walls through three uplifts made primarily of limestone. Throughout the
open desert areas, the highly productive Rio Grande riparian zone includes numerous
plant and animal species and significant cultural resources. The vegetative belt extends
into the desert along creeks and arroyos.
South of the border lie the Mexican states of Chihuahua and Coahuila and newly
protected areas for flora and fauna, which are regions known as the Maderas del Carmen
and the Cañón de Santa Elena.
In 2012, the park was named as an international dark-sky park by the International DarkSky Association, which recognized the park as one of only 10 places in the world
certified for dark-sky stargazing. In addition, the association recognized the park as
having the darkest measured skies in the lower 48 United States. On many nights, park
visitors can look up to the night's sky to see thousands of stars, bright planets, and the
clear outline of the Milky Way band. Astronomers, both professional and amateur, are
seen on many moonless nights gazing up at the stars through portable telescopes.
Geology
The oldest recorded tectonic activity in the park is related to the Paleozoic Marathon
orogeny, although Proterozoic events (over 550 Mya) possibly have some deep control.
The Marathon orogeny (part of the Ouachita-Marathon-Sonora orogenic belt) is part of
thrusting of rocks from the South American Plate over the North American Plate. This
can be best seen in the Persimmon Gap area of the park. This orogenic event is linked to
the lack of Triassic- and Jurassic-age rocks in the park.[3]
Between the Triassic and the Cretaceous, the South American Plate rifted from the North
American Plate, resulting in the deposition of the Glen Rose Limestone, Del Carmen
Limestone, Sue Peaks Formation, Santa Elena Limestone, Del Rio Clay, Buda
Limestone, and Boquillas formations (preserved in the Sierra del Carmen–Santiago
Mountains, Nine Point Mesa, Mariscal Mountain, and Mesa de Anguila areas). Also
during this time, the Chihuahua trough formed as the Gulf of Mexico opened, which
resulted in east-west striking normal faulting.[3] As a result of this depositional time,
dinosaur,[10] forest[11][12] and other fossils are preserved in the park.
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Following the ending of rifting in the Late Cretaceous to the early Cenozoic, the Big
Bend area was subjected to the Laramide orogeny. This period of (now east-west)
compression caused the northeast-facing Mesa de Anguila (an uplifted monocline on the
park's southwest margin), the southwest-facing Sierra del Carmen–Santiago Mountains
(an uplifted and thrust-faulted monocline that forms the park's boundary on the east) and
the Tornillo Basin. During the middle Cenozoic, most of the volcanic rocks, including the
Chisos group, the Pine Canyon caldera complex, and the Burro Mesa Formation,
formed.[3]
The most recent tectonic activity in the park is basin and range faulting from the Neogene
to Quaternary. This period of east-west extension has resulted in Estufa and Dehalo
bolsons in the Chisos Mountains, as well as the Terlingua and Sierra del Carmen, Chalk
Draw, and Burro Mesa faults. The Rio Grande has entered the Big Bend area roughly 2
million years ago, and since then, extensive erosion and downcutting have occurred.[3]
Cultural Resources
Cultural resources in the park range from the Paleo-Indian period 10,500 years ago
through the historic period represented by Native American groups, such as the Chisos,
Mescaleros, and Comanche. More recently, Spanish, Mexican, Anglo, and Irish settlers
farmed, ranched, and mined in the area.
Throughout the prehistoric period, humans found shelter and maintained open campsites
throughout the park. The archeological record reveals an Archaic-period desert culture,
whose inhabitants developed a nomadic hunting and gathering lifestyle that remained
virtually unchanged for several thousand years.
The historic cultural landscape centers upon various subsistence or commercial land uses.
The riparian and tributary environments were used for subsistence and irrigation farming.
Transportation networks, irrigation structures, simple domestic residences and
outbuildings, and planed and terraced farm land lining the stream banks characterize
these landscapes.
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SCFMS and MEMBER CLUB GEM SHOWS
Oct 13 - 14, Amarillo,
TX, Golden Spread
GM&TS, Amarillo Civic
Center,
amarillotreasure.com

Oct 13 - 14, Temple,
TX, Tri-City G&MS,
Mayborn Civic
Center,
lroiston@ht.rr.com

Nov 17-18, Mesquite, TX,
Dallas G&MS, Mesquite
Rodeo Center Exhibit
Hall,
www.dallasgemandminer
al.org

Jan 20 - 21, 2019,
Fredericksburg, TX,
Fredericksburg
Rockhounds and
SCFMS Convention,
Lady Bird Johnson
Park
Oct 12 - 13, Mount
Ida, AR, Mount Ida
Chamber of
Commerce,
Montgomery Cty
Fairgrounds, 31st
Annual Armature
World Championship
Quartz Digging
Contest,
www.mountidachamb
er.com

Oct 5 - 7, Albuquerque,
NM, Jay Penn, NM State
Fairgrounds,
www.albfallshow.wix.co
m/abq-fall-show

STONEY STATEMENTS
Clear Lake Gem and Mineral Society, Inc
PO BOX 891533
Houston, Texas 77289

Meeting 3rd Monday of the Month
7:30 P.M.
Clear Lake Park Building
5001 NASA Parkway, Seabrook, Texas

Oct 19 - 21, Austin, TX,
Austin G&MS, Palmer
Events Center,
www.agms-tx.org

Nov 9 - 11, Houston, TX,
Houston G&MS, Humble
Civic Center, www.hgms.org

Oct 26 - 28, Glen Rose,
TX, Dallas
Paleontological Society,
Somervell Cty Expo
Center, dallaspaleo.org

Oct 27 - 28, Oklahoma City,
OK, Oklahoma City M&GS,
Oklahoma State Fair Park,
www.OMGS-minerals.org
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Member of

Next Annual Show
February 23-24, 2019
Pasadena Convention Center
CLGMS is on the Web:
http://www.clgms.org
American
Federation of
Mineral Societies

2/23-24 2019

South Central
Federation of Mineral
Societies

Clear Lake Gem and Mineral Society, Inc
MEMBER: American Federation of Mineralogical Societies and South Central Federation of Mineral Societies
PURPOSE: To promote education and popular interest in the various earth sciences; in particular in those hobbies
dealing with the art of lapidaries and the earth sciences of minerals, fossils and their associated fields.

2018 OFFICERS:

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Program Director
Board of Directors:

Newsletter Editor

David Tjiok
VACANT
Trina Willoughby
Jerry Newberry
VACANT
Sandra Christiansen
John Caldyne
Jim Edwards
Sandra Christiansen
VACANT

Annual Show 2019 ………………... VACANT
Constitution & Bylaws……………..Sara Chelette
Community Benefits………………..Charlie Timme
Historian……………………………David Tjiok
Publicity……………………..……. VACANT
Facebook……………………………Trina Willoughby

832-423-4802
713-815-0275
281-333-2113

Membership…………………Mike Flannigan
WWW System Admin.. …….Mike Flannigan
Refreshments………………..John Caldyne
Education/Field Trips……….Annabel Brownfield

Membership Dues Jan. to Dec. 2018: Adult $15:00, $5.00 per additional adult at same address, Junior $5.00, $5.00 per member with
adult at same address, Family Dues $20.00 (4+) at same address. Send Dues to CLGMS, PO BOX 891533, Houston, TX, 77289

